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Good description
is one way 

to improve 

your (social media) 

writing.



Good description 

depicts sensation.



You can 

capture 

what you see 
so that 

your reader 

sees it too.



You can 

describe 

what 

you hear 
so that 

your reader 

knows the 

sound.



You can note the texture, 

temperature, size, shape, 

etc. of a thing 

so that your reader 

feels the item. 



When 

appropriate, 

breathe 

deeply 

and describe 

what 

you 

smell.



When 

appropriate, 

capture the 

taste of 

what you’re 

describing.



Good description

also uses simile.



I wish I could fly

Into the sky

So very high

Just like a 
dragonfly …



You’re as cold as ice
You’re willing to 

sacrifice our love …



And finally, 

good description

uses metaphor.



If God is a DJ,

Life is a 

dance floor …



On a sheet
of blank paper,

record 

your sense 
impressions.



For each
sense impression, 

use a simile or 

metaphor.



What does 

the pretzel 

look like?



How 

does 

the 

pretzel 

feel?



How 

does 

the 

pretzel 

smell?



What sound 
does the 

pretzel make?



How does 

the pretzel

taste?



Go to

@Snyders_Hanover.

Then follow
Snyder’s.

(You can unfollow
at the end

of the semester.)



Compose Your Next Tweet

• Your Goal: Compose a tweet with such 

interesting description that 
@Snyders_Hanover rewards you with a 

response.

• Review the details from your notes (or any 

memory that you have of your pretzel). 

• Then write a tweet that describes this snack 
food in a unique and memorable way. 

Include a simile or metaphor.

• Use @Snyders_Hanover in the tweet. If you 

have room, be polite and start with Hello or Hi.



If @Snyders_Hanover

responds in any way—

reply, like, 

or retweet—
you earn one
of your five
professional 

connections!



Let’s see some 

samples ...





Notice how 

Snyder’s replied ...







Notice how 

Snyder’s replied ...





Compose Your Next Tweet

• Your Goal: Compose a tweet with such 

interesting description that another 
company rewards you with a response.

• Choose a food product that you want to 

praise.

• Follow the company’s Twitter page. 

• Then write a tweet that describes this food 
with a simile or metaphor.

• Use the company’s username 
(@company_name) in the tweet. Have 

good manners and start with Hello or Hi.



Let’s see some 

samples ...





Notice how Miller’s 

Ale-House replied ...







Notice how Oreo 

replied ...







Notice how 

Starbucks replied ...





The END.


